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Irwin Helfer records the blues
By Jacquie Lewis

Irwin Helfer has boogie-woogie in
his blood. If you're homesick for that
good old country piano blues try a
dose of his new album, "Blues and ·
Boogie Woogie Piano."
It's guaranteed to perk your ears
and liven your innards.
Irwin Helfer, an instructor in
Columbia's Music Department,
recently released the album.
However, overnight success is not
Irwin's story. He was mainly selftaught all through high school. Irwin
said, "After high school I spent four
years in New Orleans just hanging
around with blues musicians. Before
that I spent several years collecting
black piano'· music. My idols were
people like Cripple Clarence Lofton,
ragtime man Glover Compton, Big
Joe Williams, 11nd gosepel singer
Mahalia Jackson."
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Aside from teaching blues at
Columbia 's Music Center Irwin
teaches classical music . He explained, "I studied under pulitzer
prize winner, Leo Sowerly at the
American Conservatory of Music. I
'received my degree in" classical
music."
Irwin is also a former critic for
Downbeat magazine and in 1973 he
toured Europe. "I played the Chicago
Blues Festival in Europe with
Homsick James, Eddy Taylor, John
Wrenchler, and Snooky Pryor."
Jimmy Walker. an earthv seventvyear old Chicago janitor is fantastic
along with Irwin in "Blues and Boogie
Woogie" oh the Flying Fish label. In
the (uture Irwin will show his versitility even more. He's planning a
solo album with the same record
company .
. Or if you just want to.hear his
downhome contemporary blend listen
for WVRX's number one album and
single. And pick up his album for
yourself at the Jazz Record Mart
down the street on Grand. It'll start
your toes tapping and your fingers
snapping.

Irwin Helfer of Columbia's music department, recently released an album

entitled, "Blues and Boogie Woogie Piano." Currently, it is number one on
WVRX.
Photo by Phil Velasquez
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All petitions submitted;
Election info forthcoming
av Avey

Meyers

Nine students have submitted
petitions to run for seven student
senate seats.

Board meeting ·slated
The Columbia College Board of at one time, there were two students
Trustees will meet in special session sitting on the board; due to lack of
on Thursday, April 17, to listen to interest, the idea was dropped . He
pointed out that in the last election
students' opinions of the school.
The meeting, according to Lou before this semester, only 78 students
Silverstein, dean of the college, " .. .is voted.
the first of it's kind to my knowledge."
All items for the agenda must be
Silverstein also said, " ... any question
is welcome, the only stipulation is that submitted two weeks before the
the student must inform Hubert meeting (April 3) if they are to be
Davis, .(Dean of Student Services- considered.
No room has been selected for the
Registrar) in advance so that we can
ha·ve an agenda." Siverstein said the meeting at this time. The choice of
reason is "so there can be an orderly rooms will be made and announced,
once it is known approximately how
meeting."
Sil_verstein told the C.C. Writer that many people will attend.

Original plans were for fifteen
senators, one from each major
department or student organization.
Seven of these will not be represented,
as no one filed to represent them.
Five of the nine students who filed
petitions will run uncontested. They
are; Ed Curran, television, Victor
Jones, theatre, Martha Sjostrom,
journalism, Michael E. Reynolds,
student-at-large, and Jack Sell ,
student-at-large.
The only contested races will be in
the radio and film departments.
Jerome Jacobs will be running
against Nawa Medford for the film
deparment slot. In the radio department, Mike Fee, station manager, will
be running against WVRX News
Director, Charles Dovish.
The election is scheduled to be held
between March 12 and March 19.
Specific details as to the exact electoral procedures are not yet available.
It is known that the ballots will not be
contained in the C.C. Writer as was
the case in the last election.
Students will only be eligible to vote

for people in their own departments or
field of major study. There are two atlarge posts that will represent those
students who have not yet declared
their ·major.
There were a number of students
who requested petitions to run for the
student senate who did not hand in
their petitions by the March 7, 5:00
P .M. deadline.
Most notable in that group were five
or six members of The Concerned
Students for Columbia. They were
seen running around Columbia in the
first week of March gathering
signatures, but they failed to sumbit
them. It is not known at this time why
the petitions were not filed .
Speculation is that they did not
receive a sufficient number of
signatures (25) to run for the senate
posts.
The college election was ·held
one year ago in the spring semester.
Only 78 students voted, and the administration ruled the elections null
and void due to insufficient student
participation.
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Up your rebuttal

Monograph
By Gary Moffat
As evidenced by the three letters-tothe-editor printed on this page, some
people are reading the C.C. Writer.
However, it appears necessary to restate the Writer's editorial and
publication policies to help settle a
debate that arose after the inclusion of
the poem, "Ode to a man" in the
February issue.
Actually, it is quite simple. Our
primary service to the college is to act
as an in-house news organ. We hope to
fulfill this obligation more successfully this semester than in those
past. We now have a news department
and a news editor. These staff
members will not only gather the
news but will also deal with questions
that we all want answered.
In this effort, Mike Buckley, a C.C.
Writer staffer, delivers a report in this
issue dealing with late grades at
Columbia. Admittedly, late grades
cannot be classified as one of the
burning issues of our time but is
worthy of investigation because it is
something that every student here
must live with.
Beginning with this issue, the CCW
news team will be writing about parttime employment, before graduation.
Maureen O'Grady, another staffer,
writes about her job as a staple puller.
In addition to printing the news, the
Writer also publishes free classified
ads, student ar·f (photographs,
drawings, graphics, cartoons, etc.)
and feature stories, reviews, poems,
short stories and whatever else the
writing establishment has to offer. We
solicit aH and any work that has been
produced by students at this college.
It was through this effort we received
and published, "Ode to a man."

Anything I can say in defense of the
poem would be self-serving. This is
what I was told when seeking counsel
from a journalism instructor here on
how to handle this problem. I still feel
the need to answer, in part, the
questions and accusations that have
been served by our readers.
The poem has been labeled both
"racist" and "sexist." I have been
accused of negligence for printing
"Ode to a man." Columbia is supposedly a bastion of free thought; a
place where you can do whatever you
goddam please in deference to what
anyone else thinks of your work.
People run around this school and
say, "I'm an artist man, don't fuck
with me." So nobody does. They play
with their cameras, colors and words,
making symbolic social comments on
everything from dog food to
disposable diapers and everyone
smiles and says, "That's good."
Our "electronic media people" sit
back and practice their very best
Larry Lujack voices so some day they
can make 100 grand a year too.
Everyone watches and listens and
smiles and says, "That's good."
Without exception, in every
department, students work on their
projects, no matter how absurd or
ridiculous, and nobody complains.
Everyone smiles and says, "That's
good. " Most (certainly not all) are
concerned with themselves and
confine their lives to individual tunnels. Nobody cares, nobody complains.
Then a black woman wrote a poem
and slid it under the locked door of the

"Relax!! All doctors are allowed one phone call ... "

letters-to-the-editor

''Ode'' labled racist
The poem on the back of February's
C.C. Writer was expressive and
beautifully written. But I was perturbed by the second verse which
alluded to black superiority and white
inferiority; that lack of color
promotes sickness; that a white
person's eyes hold no warmth ; that
"straigh_t ~nd limp" hl!ir is a symbol
of fal:se strength and false manhood.
I have always been amused at how
we tend to take the easiest route :
rather than climbing to greater
fulfillment, we push others down to
make ourselves appear superior to
them. It's a game of relativity rather
than of true value.

A new look is coming to the C.C.
Writer chis semester ; it will be a
comprehensive news section. The
news department will be covering the
stories that are occuring at Columbia.
We want the answers to the questions
that students are asking. They have
no other publication to turn to for
these answers.
An aspect of the news department
that you will not be reading about on
our news pages is that our reporters
are tomorrow's professionals. They
will be using the paper as a vehicle to
get the necessary knowledge and
experience to make their way into the
prof~sional world. In order to create
the proper learning experience, there
is no substitute for actually going out
and covering stories. Since we are
situated at Columbia, it is then our

r

Con't on Page 13

Con't on page 5

News editor outlines plans
By Avy Meyers

Now, I am aware that this was only
one person's voice and is not
representative of the entire black
student population. But I was
disturbed that despite the progress we
all have labored for, these myths and
prejudices still exist and are allowed
to infect and potentially des tr ·
peaceful relations here at Columbia.
From Breaking the Bonds of
Racism by Paul & Ouida Lindsey:
Know thyself. This is a phrase of good
advice most everyone learns at some
time or other. But to know oneself
requires self-examination; and to

logical training ground.
In the coming weeks there will be a
number of reporters running around
the school, asking questions that have
never been asked before. These are
well-intentioned people who only seek
the truth about what is going on in our
college environment. They bear no
malice, they seek 'both sides of the
story, so they may report it as accurately as possible. They are not
blood thirsty yellow journalists who
are looking for sensational scandals.
Let's look at one example. The
report cards come late in comparison
with other area colleges. A grade
report that does not show up until the
following semester can create certain
problems for students. The date the
cards· come out is no secret, every
student gets · Qne. Many · probably
wonder why thy show up so late.
Now let's be realistic. I am sure that

there is no diabolical conspiracy to
make sure we get our report cards
late. The people in charge are
probably doing the best they can with
the available resources . If that is the
case, it is our duty to let people know.
The students who pay good money to
attend this school have the right to
know-why things are the way they are.
We at the C.C. Writer have the
resources to answer these questions,
it is the duty of any good newspaper to
get those answers.
T9 repeat this essential point, the
news department has no intention of
running around the school, making
unknowledgeable accusations against
the school's administration. We only
seek the reasons why things are the
way they are.
There is a good reason why this
Con't- on Page 5
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The C. C. Writer invites students to submit their
work for publication in this newspaper . Bring in
any photographs, graphic work, reviews, short
stories, feature stories, poems or any other ·
suitable material. A Ir" classified ad services is
also available.
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Why grades are so late
By Michael Buckley

After many semesters of student
frustration with the late arrival of
report cards, Columbia College has
finally managed to make the grade.
"It's good to hear appreciation from
students that the grade reports got to
them earlier this year," said
Assistant Dean, Libby Jones, "We're
honestly working for the students."
One of. the major complaints at the
college always manages to hit upon
the sore spot of report cards : Why do
we receive them as late as we do?
This year Columbia was able to get
them into our hands three and a half
weeks after the close of the semester.
"The grade reports have gotten to
the students faster this time than at
any other time · in the history of
Columbia, thanks to a remarkable
new system of Libby's," according to
Dean of Student Services, Hubert
Davis.
The speed of the reports' arrival is
due to more preparation on the part of
the office. "Most of the instructors got
their grades in early," according to
Ms. Jones, "and we were able to be
done before Spring registration. The
people who make the system go had
worked earlier and the mechanical
aspects)were better organized."
Columbia processes the grade
reports in the school. Traditionally,
instructors turned students' grades in
later than deadline, resulting in the
time lapse between ending school and
receiving the report cards. Add to that
problems of manpower required to
program the computer and punch the
green class cards, and the time
multiplies before students receive
their marks.
"We assigned more staff and had

the personnel necessary to separate
the cards and get the reports to the
students. We did all push ourselves,"
added Ms. Jones.
Another areas that causes problems
is the post office. "Did you ever try to
mail more than three pieces of mail at
once?" asked Instructional Services
Director, Bert Gall. The post office
manages to take its time getting
Columbia mail to students' homes.
"Addresses are constantly being
updated," according to Ms. Jones,
"and it's necessary to have the
correct address for a student."
Dea n Davis said, "The grade
reports this time have more information than ever before." The
computer is now programmed to tell
how many general studies have been
comrleted ·and mention any special
areas students must fulflll · prior to
graduation. This is an aid to telling the
student how many general education
requirements must be taken enabling
graduation.
Mistakes on the reports are mainly
due to "key punch errors" according
to Ms. Jones, or instances where instructors failed to turn in a student's
grade. "Sometimes, in independent
projects, the grades aren't turned in
or occasionally · a student's name
might be omitted by a class number.
Rather than leave it blank, a student
deserves a grade, so an N (no grade)
appears on the report."
"You may have noticed the bottom
of the card that says incompletes
which are not completed by the end of
the next semester will automatically
be changed to W's (withdraw!). We
feel that a W means a student loses
credit for a class, but an F is a harsher
penalty for a student. We have a lot if
kids ready to graduate with twenty or

thirty hours of courses never completed, so it's better to wipe off the
courses never completed .
Incompletes are not averaged into a
student's grades, but if they are not
fulfilled by the end of this semester,
rather than a student failing a course,
a withdraw} will be issued.

Libby Jones

Incidentally, as a point of information as to where Columbia
students' money goes, it costs about
fifty cents to process each grade
report, excluding postage. Fourteen
hundred report cards were mailed
out.
" If there are any complaints from
students," offered Ms. Jones , we want
to hear about them. We hope to service the students just as quickly in the
future because we're here,working for
them."

Third
Front
Enrollment down
6% for Spring
Spri ng semester enrollment
dropped less than 6 per cent at
Columbia this semester compared to
the
record-breaking
Autumn
enrollment according to Huber t
David, Dean of Student Services.
The total student enrollment this
spring is 1388, comprised of 892 fulltime students and 496 part-time.
Enrollment the previous semester
was 1402.
There are 696 continuing full-time
students and 273 continuing part-time
students enrolled. New students and
transfers number 167 full-time and 205
part-time. Under the administrative
heading of Special Category students,
(high school, other·college campuses,
co-op students from the Art Institute
a nd
Mundelein
College,
faculty /staff) , there are 13 full-time
and 18 part-time.
In addition, there are 16 returning
full-time students who had a hiatus in
course studies as opposed to continuing students who have gone
semester to semester without interruption.
The exact numbers mentioned here
will be revised as soon as a final
tabulation is made. Figures used were
taken from Dean Davis' daily count of
registration, the last being made
February 21st.

Meditate with
Sri Chinomy
The Ac tivities organization of
Nor thwes tern University cordially
invites you to attend an evening of
public meditation with Indian Spritual
Master Sri Chinmoy on Saturday,
March 15 at 7:30 P.M. at the Alice
Millar Chapel of Northwestern
University, located at the corner of
Chicago Avenue and Sheridan '.Road in
Evanston.
Sri Chinmoy is a world renowned
author of some two hundred books on
yoga and spiritual philosophy. He has
led weekly meditations at the United
Nations since 1970, and has
established meditation centers
throughout the United States, Canada,
Europe, Australia , the Carribean and
the Far East.
All interested seekers of any
spiritual or religious background are
invited. Admission is, of course free .
When the power of love replaces the
love of power man will have a new
name-God.
If anyone requests for any additional information, he can contact
me at 495-1168, evenings.

Mr. A's B. day

"Here's looking at you kid" reads the inscription on Mirron Aiexandroff's
birthday cake. The seventh floor staff gave Columbia's president a surprise
birthday party on March 3. A belated happy birthday, kid.

Sandy Balter
Villa Park, Illinois
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Photo by Laurie Plesher

photo by Ronald Jurkschat

Photo by Dick Olderman

This section of the C.C. Writer, called Gallery, is for the display of
photographic work done by Columbia students. It is open to all students of
the college, not just photo majors. The photographs printed here were
selected from the archives of the college.
If you have work and would like to see it printed, bring it to the C.C. Writer
office in Room 520. All work will be returned after use. The newspaper staff
hopes to start a graphics page in the near future . If you are interested, we'd
like to hear from you.
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Workmens' runaround

By Jeff Justman
Newspaper and television reports of
8% unemployment hit home for me on
January 14, 1975. I was laid off from
my job ... along with America,
I had worked two and a half years
fixing pinball machines on a part-time
basis (see C.C. Writer, Nov. 1 issue,
"Pingames: Complicated As Computers") while attending Columbia
full-time.
A week after I was laid off I called
the Illinois Unemployment ComI?ensa tion Office, at 1572 l\;1aple
Avenue, in Evanston. I told them of
my situation as a student working
part-time and inquired if I was
eligible for compensation benefits.
"Have you made at least a thousand
dollars in the past year ?" the Compensation Office asked.
I replied " yes " and the Office told
me I was probably eligible, but that I
had better come in and find out for
sure.
I went to the Illinois Employment
Office that day and felt confident of
receiving compensation until I found
another job. First, I was directed into
a line in the office called The Illinois
State Employment Service. This was
the first of many lines and formalities
I would have to go through. I reached
the front of the line and was handed an
identification card and a form to fill
out and bring with me the next time I
was in the office. I asked if I was
eligible for compensation.
"We don't know, the man behind the
desk said, "we're only an employment
office. You'll have to stand in the line
to the right marked New Claims."
I moved to the New Claims line and
stood behind ten people, When I
reached the front of the line, I handed
the woman behind the counter · my
identification card and she stamped it
with the date. Once again I asked if I
was eligible for compensation. The
women replied that I would have to
come back in twleve days at 10:30 in
the morning. She handed back my
identification card.
I left with the belief that I was close
to receiving benefits from my two and
a half years on the working force .
During that twleve day period I answered ads and looked for work, but
couldn't find anything that didn't
conflict with my school schedule.
Twelve days later I showed up at
10 :30 A.M. at the Unemployment
Compensation· Office. I went to The
Illinois Employment Service line and
handed in the form I had been given
and told to return . I thn moved to the
Continuing· Claims line and stood
behind twenty people. The office was
beginning to appear as if it were out of

a picture from the depression of the
30's, with long lines of unemployj!d
workers . At 11 :45 I reached the front
of the line and handed in my identification card. The man behind the
counter stamped the date on it and
asked if I had actively looked for work
in the past week . I said, " yes " and the
man put an " X" on a form he had on
his desk . Again I asked , "When do I
find out if I'm eligible for any compensation?"
The man replied, "Didn't you get a
card in the mail ?"
I said "no" and the man explained,
"You should have gotten it, you'll
probably get it today . When you get it,
bring it with you the next time you
come here ."
He gave me another appointment in
six days at 10: 30 in the morning. I
went home and found the letter in the
mail. It was from the State of IllinoisDept . of Labor-Bureau of Employment Security-Division of
Unemployment Compensation. It was
a Fingind-Wage Transcript and
showed that I was eligible for $42 a
week in compensation pay. With the
letter I felt my worries were over and
soon I'd be receiving my benefits.
I returned to The Unemployment

Office six days later and stood in line
with the letter a nd my icentification
card. When I reached the front of the
line I showed both of them and el<-'
pected to receive the go-aheatl for
compensation. Instead, the man at the
counter asked if I had been eligiLle for
full-time employment with the past
week . I said "no" and explained I
attended school. I received a nother
appointment in three days. This time I
would see the Deputy in charge of
compensation. I was told I wouldn't
have to wait in line, but should go
directly to the front of the line and
present my appointment card.
Three days later I showed up and
went to the front of the line and
presented my appointment card to see
the Deputy. I was told to have a seat
on a bridge chair by the entrance to
the building. I sat for two hours
watching the people stand in lines and
collect their money or " check-in" as I
had done.
Two hours later I was called in to
see the Deputy. The Deputy asked
about my former job and about school
Then he had me sign a letter of notes
that he had been making of our conversation. I signed the letter agreeing
that all the Deputy had recorded was

true. Then the Deputy spoke, "You're
not eligible for compensation because
you 're a student."
I showed him the Finding-Wage
Transcript that said I was eligible for
$42 a week and argued that my being a
student was inconsequential because
what I did with my time was my
business.
"That's the law," the Deputy said,
"I'm sorry ."
I asked why they didn't tell me that
when I first came to the office so I
wouldn't have wasted my time.
"We feel that it's better if you find
out for yourself, rather than turn you
away when you first come in here,"
the Deputy explained, "I'm really
sorry . If you want you can appeal the
decision and I'll give you another
appointment so you can make the
appeal."
I asked how long the appeal would
take. The Deputy explained that a
hearing would have to be set up and a
decision will take at least another
month and a half. He then advised me
not to try and challenge the law
because it is a state law and will not be
changed for me.
I have decided not to appeal the
decision.

Letters-to-the-editor.
Con't from page 2

examine oneself is to ask who, what,
and where am I. This in turn requires
a process of what may be called
sympathetic introspection or taking
the role of the other-for we are
ourselves only in relation to others,
their activities and our feelings
toward others. Attempting to know
oneself, and thereby others, is a first
step towards eradication of "natural"
superiority feelings. One may ask: to
whom , am I superior? In what
way ? .. .Such questioning can lead to
changing self-conceptions . This in
turn can lead to activity directed
toward changing those social ,
political, and institutional patterns
which perpetuate hostility ; those
which foster myths rather than truths
those which foster division rather
tha n unity , those which repress rather
than develop our humanity . (ETC .
Pub!. , 1974)
May peace, patience, and perseverance never die .. .let love and
understanding continue.
Bob Sperlazzo
(phone : 935-0768 or 327-0874 l
Dear Editor ,
I am writing this letter in objection
to the poem that ran on the back page
of the last issue. As a Black woman I
felt offended by the tone and words
used to describe my place in life as
being beneath a male whatever color

• •

he may be. By your own admission last issue's poem, "Ode to a Man? "
you do not know the author of the Ashia, or whoever your are (I don't
poem. Does that mean if someone know, since you didn't see fit to sign
slipped a piece of fascist hate your whole name,) you have a right to
literature under the door, you will your opinions, racist or not.
print it? No, I don't think so. So why do .
But I question Mr. Moffat's taste in
you print something by someone devotin_.g.almost half a page to such a
unknown that I feel insults a goodly piece:' suppose the words black and
number of Columbia College's white had been changed? Would the
students who already are ridiculed fot poem have been printed? Or would it
be condemned as offensive to
being black and female?
Columbia 's "free-thinking" student
Cassandra Dowden body? .. .I wonder.
Just for fun, I wonder what would
have happened if the words "black"
and "white," (excuse me, I mean
"lack of color" ) had been reversed in

Sincerely yours,
Lynn (or as Ashia does it, Li-yn)
Emmerman

Monograph.
Con't from page 2

C.C. Writer and spoiled everything.
We printed it and the bitching still
isn't over.
I'd like to know which direction
everyone is coming from . In my
opinion, everyone should be heardnot just the safe people concerning the
soft issues. Without a doubt, Ashia's
(the author) poem can be construed
as racist and sexist. Because her view
is not consistent with the majority of
the free thinkers of this institution is
no reason for it not to be printed. H we
hear from everyone, maybe some of
the problems "we don't have here"

• •

can be straightened out.
I cannot answer every charge in this
column but I am available every
weekday in Room 520 (adjacent to the
student lounge) if anyone would like to
continue this conversation.
At any rate, the C.C. Writer will
gladly print student work. We are
striving to make this publication
representative of the entire collegesomething that is difficult and
sometimes painful to do. If you have a
photograph, drawing, cartoon, short
story, poem, feature story or anything
else to contribute, bring it to the c·.c.
Writer office. We are waiting to hear
from you .
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901 North Rush

Dow nstai rs for Sega l and Jazz
By Lynn Emmerman

The music is downstairs now, past
the strip joints, coffee shops, and
swingles bars. You enter at street
level, hand $3.00 students' admission
to the rangy man in the ticket box, and
head for the basement.
Grab a chair and a drink. Watch the
drummer tickling his snare, see the
music play in his face. Taste the sweat
dripping down the trumpeter's
forehead while he sputters the hot
notes. Hear the men come together
and wander _spontaneously off on
their own, translating sensation into
sound.·The music is jazz. The place is
the Jazz Medium at 901 N. Rush.
The man who makes it happen is
Joe Segal. Booking, publicizing and
introducing the music, Joe balances
the books (when he can), takes in
ticket money and eats dinner, all in
the same place. He has been bringing
jazz to Chicagoans since 1947.
And it hasn't been easy; the transient Jazz Showcase has had more
homes than a wandering nomad.
Segal started his · first club at
Roosevelt University. While mc-ing at
the now defunct Bee Hive in Hyde
Park, he became friendly with horn
men like Charlie Parker and Dizzy
Gillespie.
In the 50s, he only booked jazz on
Monday nights at the original Gate of
Horn. But by the ' 60s, jazz rose in a
tide of popularity. Using his own
records, Segal jocked a nightly radio
show on what is now WDAI and
booked a_cts at the Hotel Sutherland,
the French Poodle and more.
But a crackdown on vice stymied
the night club business. Joe wandered
to Old Town, to the Plugged Nickel
and Mother Blues, struggling along,
booking on the off nights. In '69, the
music was at the North Park Hotel,
then the Brown Shoe, and finally The
Happy Mediwn Theater's basement.

For a few months this winter the
Showcase moved again, to a Lincoln
Avenue loft, but returned to Rush
Street in time to celebrate New Year's
with a new name, the Jazz Medium.
"Regrets? I have no regrets, I'm
doing what I was meant to do," says
Segal, seated out in the empty lobby
during the 10:30 act. Getting jazz to
the people is Joe's second love, his
first is the music itself.
''Of course, when I was young, I
wanted to be a musician," Joe's deepset dark eyes twinkle, " but I have no
talent whatsoever." By the time Joe
was 10, Glen Miller, Tommy Dorsey,
Duke Ellington, and Gene Croupa had
invaded his home via radio, lured him
from the Jewish middle class ethic
and addicted him to jazz.
"I was always a shy kid. At parties I
sat in the corner and told the guys
which musician played what. When I
was 13, I used to pay $1.00 to see a
theater band at a show. My friend and
I would sit in the front row from 10
a.m. till 10 p.m. absorbing the sounds.
Once, a drummer kidded us, 'You
guys still here? We'll have to play
different music.' "
Segal's attention fades, he shuts his

eyes, listening. Inside, the siJller'•
going through some acrobatic scat...
"Sorry, I was listening to the music.
What was I talking about... oh yeah,
being a musician. Anyway, I wanted
to be a drummer. But I lived with my
mother in a basement apartment and
when the time came to sign up for
lessons, she changed her mind-too
loud. So we compromised on the
trombone." Itching to play with "the
feeling," Joe found the basics tortuously slow.
Later, in the service, stationed in
. Biloxi, Mississippi (not too far from
New Orleans) he tried trombone and
drums again. "I hung around with the
post band. If we came. back after
curfew they'd let me off one block
from base and I'd sneak under the
barbed wire." Segal's smile strains a
bit. "Once we jammed with some old
timers, a Dixieland band. I didn't take
long before everyone, including
myself, knew that I couldn't play."
Silence. "I still fool around once in a
while."
Some men have religion, Joe Segal
has jazz. All men can't be god, so what
does the religious fanatic do? Spread
the word to the people. In much the .
same way, Joe presents "the feeling"
to Chicago. Running long fingers
through slicked back hair, he comments, "Because jazz is the music of
the black culture, the white majority
traditionally has refused to recognize
it as a valid musical form . Recently
the social scene has begun changing.
People's minds have to open up before

they can appreciate jazz, it demands
something of the listener."
What about soul? "Soul music is
jazz, I don't know what the other .
garbage is," Joe snorts, but after
some reflection, "I call the other stuff
duwop or rhythm and blues." About
"the feeling?" "Look at Frank ·
Sinatra," Segal smiles, "he . doesn't
have much range left, but he sure can
sing!"
Joe's criteria for good jazz stems
from the basics, "Ellington, Byrd,most of the important creators of
original forms are dead." With so
many young people interested in
electronic gimmickry and music as a
business, he worries about preserving
the old forms, "Kids don't know
nothin' about movin' compared to old
people. Older folks plan their moves,
they have to make use of what they've
got. Kids just bust out with it all. Ever
see a young guy play tennis with an
old guy? The kids keeps running
around, the old guy just stands there
and goes 'thowck' !"
To young hopefuls Segal says, "If a
person has "it" in any creative field,
he's pretty well formed by his late
teens. If he's a writer, he'll write, if
he's a musician, he'll by playing. The
kids who are are smart and talented
enought to see through the bullshit
will make it. Jazz has gone international now, it had to spread out to
survive economically . Europe,
Africa , Japan, South America, we're
hearing new sounds from all over the
world."

Exped ition auditio ns
Scheduled this week

J.oe Segal (left) owner of the Jazz Medium and performer Grover

Washington, Jr. The Jazz Medium is located at 901 N. Rush.

Auditions will be held for players of
all instruments on Sunday, March 16,
for musicians interested in joining
"Expedition," the ·c ontemporary
orchestra of the Columbia College
music department.
The auditions will be held at the
Columbia College Music-Theater Arts
Center, 3257 N. Sheffield Av., from
10:00 a.m . until 4:00 p.m. on the 16th.
Musicians interested in auditioning
should call the Music-Theater Arts

Center at 929-6920 to reserve an
audition time.
"Expedition" performs both
classical and 20th Century music in
concerts as well as for theater and
dance performances. Jospeh Reiser,
Chicago composer and acting
chairperson of Columbia's music
department, is director of the group.
For further details on the March
16th auditions, phone the MusicTheater Arts Center at 929-6920.
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about the movem ent and her life
brutality and all the maliciousness a
society can so generously dole out to
its unwanted. It was through these
women that gave the new lesbians the
freedom of open association.
Donna expanded her thoughts about
lesbians arid separatism saying, "We
don't want to put our energies into
explaining ourselves to straight
people. We would rather put our
energies into other gay women.
There's so much energy in women
relating to women. There's so much
power, a magic and we fly high."

self-reliance
"Lesbian
is
self-image
and
in
Not
changing.
society's eyes but in
other women's ... "
Donna had spent a couple of months
in the country on a farm with a group
of women. JoEllen also spent some
time there for revitalization. The car
had to be left at the perimeter of the
property, two miles from the house,
which is in the final stages of
delapidation. All houseguests must
trek cross-country the rest of the way.
"We were dependent upon each
other and no one else. I felt like I had
lived my whole life in two months. The
·basic underlying reason for
separatism is an exciting selfdiscovery. Whenever we've gotten
together it has always been so

only. Otherwise there are really very
few places where it's an issue."
But the lesbian organization wasn't
enough. Donna was dedicated and
active in the lesbian movement
believing wholeheartedly in its
principles. After a time she became
aware that something was missing.
She still felt a void. The movement
didn't foster the full individual accretion of selfconcept she wanted. "I
had empowered the lesbian
organization to supply my direction
instead of finding it myself. It (the
lesbian movement) was so important
to me at the time because I had so
little self-importance. I wanted
sisterhood for everyone."
Donna spent six months as a
follower moving up to being a leader
and then stepped back and became a
criticizer of the movement. "I could
much easier handle a policeman
dragging me off the street than taking
insensitive criticism from another
lesbian."
What bothered Donna about the
movement was that there was no
basis of trust. She founded her
criticism on the point of view that the
women were developing their feelings
of strength and power through
numbers and not through a viable
interaction to build that trust. "The
reason I thought the trust wasn't
working out was because there was
such a large group of people."
She had written an article for the
(a . lesbian
Lavender Woman
newspaper) explaining her criticism

for the lack of an atmosophere conducive to the development of trust. It
was never published. Donna thought
by using smaller group meetings each
week instead of the larger weekly
ensemble, the intimacy of smaller
groups would be more beneficial
towards building trust among the
women. The whole group could then
meet every month or two for progress
reports on directional developments
within the smaller groups, this being
more effective and efficient. "People
feel demoralized when they see
they're such a small group and not

"I'm not a hole! I'm not a
hole! If you have to do it,
do it to each other.''

getting support from other women's
groups. People are looking for a
community but I don't think it exists.
It's so hard to find that refuge where
you can really let yourself out. Rather
than dealing with an organized group
of people, I've found the refuge in a
combination of individual relation-

STANDARD
PHOTO

Verrrrrry
Interestin g
(Earth News)-Syntonic Research,
maker of environmental records, is
about to release a new long-player
which the company describes as the
" perfect sound for lovemaking." The
record is called "The Ultimate
Heartbeat" and features the sound of
a woman's pulsating heart for 20
minutes. The firs says a woman's
heart was used because it "works
best...it's slower than a man's." It's
not suggested for those who like to
love and run.

exhilerating and powerful, we would
like to live it. There are very major
feelings . Men's presence at a concert
or discussion is felt . The fact that they
have the power by birthright, the
power of rape, is resented. Men
deplete the energy. Whatever went on,
it was amplified because we were
women and isolated. It's a pure
distillation.
"The only time I felt I had to declare
separatism was at a conference where
there was a meeting of separatists

(Earth News)-The new edition of
the Great Soviet Encyclopedia is
pretty chartible toward Richard
Nixon. The volume lauds Nixon for
ending the Vietnam War and encouraging East-West detente. As for
his resignation, it says only, "Because
of internal political circumstances
connected with the so-called
Watergate affair, Nixon resigned."
Russians who don't understand what
Watergate was all about are referred
to the encyclopedia's article on
Watergate-which won't be published
for another eight volumes and four
years.

ships. My community is my friends ."
"Lesbian self-reliance and selfimage is changing. Not in society's
eyes but in other women's and the
individual. It is not dependent on
society or men's image of women."
Donna is one lesbian who has taken
the next step in developing her selfreliance and image. It's probably
even harder for someone who is
considered by most to be already an
outsider. She has removed herself
from the safe sanctuary of organized
sisterhood fostering her sense of
power and potential and placed it
where it all begins and ends, on
herself.
Underneath the skin of every
women's psyche is a sense of what a
woman is. For a growing minority
there is a loyality and new pride.
Women are the only people who have
the knowledge of what woman is and
what it means. You can't ask an
actor to give an accurate analysis of
what a musician is. The same is true
of men. They have only secondhand
experience.
No matter what sexual stance a
woman proclaims, it is in this sense of
commoness to each other that all
women are lesbians. A rose is a rose is
a rose and a woman is a woman is a
woman.

The

photographic

knowledge
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1975 Auto Show
Rings up a big
"No Sale" again
By Martha Sjostrom

The recession has left no stone
unturned . This is an era when people
who can even afford new cars are
buying compact or foreign cars. The
Annual Chicago Auto Show, held at
McCormick Place between February
22 and March 3, has changed with the
economy.
The large, expensive, shiny cars
that turned around on the carpeted
pedestals are gone. They are replaced
by Saabs, Volkswagens, and
Matadors. The models in long dresses
or hot pants are still there. Their
expos~ on the cars stress the gas .
mileage and the tiny size of the cars.
The larger cars that still remain
shouldn' t be discredited, though .
They're there and trying. Three
models, two women and a man, were
doing a dance on the roof of a Chevy
truck. It looked like a TV commercial.
The sound, which came out of a large
speaker underneath the truck,
seemed to encompass the whole area.
After the dance was over, a salesman
came out to try and sell the car. Not
many people stayed after the show.
They went on to look at the other cars.
The auto show was on two floors .
The 'first floor for larger or more
expensive cars and unusual cars, such
as Saabs, Rolls Royce, and an exhibit
of antique 0920-1954) cars.
One of the more spectacular cars
was the Rolls Royce display. The least
expensive model was $32,000. Another
model cost $54,000 and had a "sold"
sign underneath the windshield wiper.

To you too

The Army had an exhibit, but instead of a car, a large tank with a long
barrel was displayed. Only a few feet
away was the Illinois State Police
display . They had a walk through
trailer lined with pictures and
descriptions of various dangerous
criminals, a machine tnat detects any
traffic violations on your drivers
license, and an assortment of maps
and information.
The second floor was less spectacular. Each display of cars was
pretty much the same-one car was
revolving on a pedestal and a few
more were on the ground. Men in
classy suits with a carnation pinned to
the lapel roamed around their cars
and offered assistance to the people.
There wasn't much originality.
Freddie Ford, a robot, was the
highlight for little kids. At the push of
a button he could answer questions
such as, "Freddie, what is a catalytic
converter?" and "Can a sun roof be
ordered on a Mustang, Freddie?"
The 1975 auto show was smaller and
less elaborate than past shows. There
wasn't anything to do but walk around
and look at cars. In past years, there
was a simulated driver's test that
people could take and multiple choice
questionares that would amuse us.
Not this year. There weren't even as
many cars open to the public.
When I left the auto show,
thoroughly bored after only two hours,
I felt that I just wasted $2.00. It's all
part of the depression, or maybe
people are just losing their
imagination.

The Excalibur, on display at the auto show, is definitely not for economy
minded people. The car sells for 18,900 dollars including tires, and other
extras.

Photos

by
Tom Polelc

There was a little less glitter this year at the 1975 Chicago Auto Show. Nonethe-less, all of the major domestic and foreign manufacturers were there,
trying to unload their wares.

Endowment
Opportunity
The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has a n ex perimental program of public interest
studies in foreign policy, thaU has
attracted considerable attention.
Perhaps the most important consideration of the program, has been
the participation of young students.
Students from all parts of the country
have worked as investigative
researches and interviewers. Many
students have received a semester or
more of academic credit for their
participation in the project.
Salary amounts to - 450 dollars a
month for single.students, 550 dollars
for married students. Round trip
airfare will be included.
N11tionally, up to six students will be
selected, and there are no specific
requirements for acceptance .
Motivation and analytical ability are
deemed as desireable traits. Applications ar,e due by April 1.
For further details, drop by the C.C. ·
Writer office in room 520, located
adjacent to the student lounge.
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Staple pu11ing for fun and profit
By Maureen O'Grady

A college education is rather expensive these days and that means
money . Lots of it. And lots of us don't
have lots of it. Therefore we are
forced to go out and get it.
There are many ways you can pick
up a few extra bucks. You can m¥ry
someone who doesn't know how to
s~im, take out a nice big insurance
policy and accidentally push him
(her) into the river. You can sweep
chimneys, clean sewers, or grow giant
rats in your basement for fun and
profit.
Aside from turning a few tricks at
lunchtime you can always take the
conventional way out and get a part
\ime job.
That's what I did. Painful as it was,
I had to do it. So one sunny October
day I scrambled up Columbia's rotting staircase to the seventh floor job
bulletin board where amid numerous
death threats from the bursar's office
I was forced to seek employment in
order to pay my delinquent tuition.
It seemed that the Borg-Warner
Acceptance Corp. was looking for
students to work part time in the
mailroom. That didn't sound too bad.
Anyway it was better than washing
diapers which was the second best
offer up there. That's not saying much
for the student job market.
So I took my black felt tipped Flair
pen in hand and wrote on my other
hand (for lack of paper) the personnel
phone number. I called the next day
and got · an appointment for an interview.
I took a bath, washed my hair, and

for the first time in six months put on
something other than my jeans. I felt
. naked and scared without my security
clothes.
I traveled.up to the 27th floor of the
IBM building "in a modern, fully selfoperating, speedy elevator; a novelty
that this school will probably never
see.
When I walked in, the first thing
they told me was 'to take. my coat so
they could see whether or not I was a
pig.
Then they gave me the application
which took three hours to fill out
because I forgot to bring addresses
and phone numbers of references.
After stalling long enough, I just
listed three relatives, making a
mental note to call them when I got
home to tell them that we're not
related anymore just in case they
decided to investigate.
When that little triviality was over,
they ushered me into a puny little
room that would cramp a cockroach.
A woman walked in and told me
they were sorry they made my appointment. The job had already been
filled but they'll lceep my application
on file and call me if anything else
comes up.
"To hell with them," I thought as I
sailed down the elevator. I decided to
live off dear old Dad's nice big
paychecks until the end of the
semester.
In Mid-January I received a call
from Borg-Warner telling me there
was an opening in the mail room if I
was interested. Sure, I was interested.
Dear old Dad cut off my funds' and I
was desperate. I went back for more

interviews.
The next day they called to offer me
the position. When I recovered from
the shock I accepted and told them I'd
be there Monday.
Monday rolled around and when
they took me into the mailroom to
begin the supervisor asked me if I'd
like to start off in the Record
Retention department. I didn't know
what it was so I said sure. I didn't care
as long as I got paid.
They gave me a brief describtion of
the job. Pulling out staples. The
supervisor of that department gave
me a good looking over again to make
sure I wasn't a pig; gave me a desk, a
box full of papers and told me to get to
work.
,
The Borg-Warner Acceptalice Corp.
is a financial offshoot of fhe BorgWarner Corp. They have branches in
almost every state and Canada, including foreign countries such as·
Belgium, The Netherlands, England
and Australia.
Each and every branch sends all
their records to our merry little troop
of eight to be microfilmed. It is our job
to prepare these documents for the
microfilm machine which means
putting the papers in order, pulling
out the staples and taping rips and
tears. In the six weeks I've been there
I can safely estimate that I have gone
through ten miles of tape. The staples
I have removed could number in the
millions .
Such an occupation could prove to
be monotonous and it sure is. It would
be even worse if not for the interesting
comrades I have to work with.
The department consists of eight

girls and a recently acquired male.
Two have college degrees (not in
staple removing). Everyone is very
nice, although driven somewhat mad
because the boss is a neurotic through
and through.
I just hope that in the end it's all
worth it. In order to get ahead in life
one must endure the unendurable so
I'll just have to grit my teeth and pull
out all the staples.

News program ..
Con't from Page 2

point is being stressed so hard. One
school official heard our plans for the
news department, and apparently
misunderstood our intentions: The
individual informed me, " I am going
to stay on your case all semester
long."
We really cannot afford any such
misunderstandings. We are dependent to a certain extent on the good
will of college officials for our survival. If these intentions are misread,
it will be close to impossible to successfully accomplish the lofty goals
we set for ourselves. Anyone who has
not been involved in gross misconduct
concerning the college has nothing to
fear from us.
If some of my arguments seem
redundant, it is only because our
mission must not be misunderstood.
If we can create an atmosphere of
co-operation, then it will be up to us to
deliver on our promise of more and
better news . It will require hard work
on our part to accomplish our goal ; we
are more than willing to do it.
·

Students queried on prostitution
By Jelena Zande

Sooner or later voters will be faced
with the question . of legalizing
prostitution.
Coyote (Call Off Your Old Time
Ethics) is a newly formed
organization in San Francisco
working to legalize prostitution. The
group is calling all ladies of the night
to stop hiding behind buildings and
alleys and join in support of
decriminalizing prostitution.
Margo St. James, the chairmadam
of COYOTE said in a Sun Times article, "Prostitutes need health care,
group therapy, business c_ourses, legal
help and pensions just like carpenters
or screenwriters."
The same article said that in San
Francisco alone it is costing the
taxpayers $1,200 for each entrapment
by a vice officer of a hooker. That
information was compiled by the San
Francisco vice squad.
One student at Columbia, in favor of
prostitution said, "It would definitely
bring down rape cases and besides it
would be a relief for guys who fight
with their wives once in a while."
A housewife at the school said,

"Why not make them pay taxes, too."
A part-time student joked about the
subject. "I think it should be
legalized," he said, "but I feel you
should be able to get a rebate on their
services. Like when you buy a used
car!"
A married student looked upon
prostitution as deqioralizing but
consented, "The only reason, it should

be leagalized is to keep it off the
streets."
A female student was opposed to
prostitution. "If it were legalized all
the guys would probably see one, just
to see what they're like," she said.
"Prostitution is clearly a damaging
factor to the whole idea of Women's
Liberation. The selling of one's body is
similar to the sale of merchandise in a

store."
"I feel they are persons with no
morals," another student said.
Broadening that comment another
student added, "I feel it would be
more of a start to a completely
demoralizing society."
There
is
speculation
that
prostitution will be a major issue in
the 1976 campaigns. For sure,
prostitution is no longer in the dark!

Any talcers?

ROTC summer opportunitw
In an unprecedented move,
Lieutenant Colonel John P .
Ceglowski, Professor of Military
Science at De Paul University, has
invited Columbia students to a sixweek course in advanced Army ROTC
at Fort Knox, Kentucky,
Pentagon hopefuls are eligible after
completing their sophomore year.
Colonel Ceglowski explained that
under current law, junior college

students and other who have not taken
a basic ROTC course within freshman
or sophompre year may qualify for
advanced ROTC by attending the sixweek course offered May 30, June 20,
or July 17. Those completing this
course are commissioned as second
lieutenants.
"The ROTC camp emphasizes
leadership development and is
designed to bring students to a level of

military trainjpg and education Whl~b'.
will qualify them for enrollment in :U1t
advanced course senior ROTC
program,'.' Colonel Ceglowski said.
"Only students who have successf\¥1Y
completed either the basic cotJrSlt ~
the basic camp or certain Sfudoo~,
who have sufficiept Junior ROTC
<JROTC) credit from high schOQl, as.
well as most armed forces veterans,
are eligible for the advanced course."
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Woodstein topples Nixon empire
By Tom Danz
Visit your local bookstore and you're
bound to find numerous books on
Watergate. Jeb Magruder, E . Howard
Hunt, John Dean, and even Dean's
wife, Mo, have all written or will soon
release books on the subject.
Probably any day now, arch criminal
Richard Nixon will be releasing his
" tell all" book too.
I haven't read any of these books,
nor plan to. My guess is that they're
all self serving crap anyway. I can
imagine what they might say " ...
when my country called on me to
sabotage, cheat, bug, and coverup, I
proudly and patriotically heeded the
call.;. and being only 32 years old, how
was I to know that committing perjury before the grand jury was
wrong ... it was a pure coincidence if
those on my enemies list were also
harrassed by the Justice Department,
IRS, FBI, CIA, and the American
Legion ... "
So if you're a Watergate junkie and
not interested in the rehabilitation of
criminals, my advice is to bypass all
these books and instead, purchase All
The President's Men by Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward.
Bernstein and Woodward are the
two reporters who covered, or uncovered, the Watergate caper for the
Washington Post. Now, in a thrill

packed 368 pages, they tell how they
were able to unravel the whole sordid
affair, from its very beginnings to its
devastating end.
At this point, most Americans have
long assumed the rottenness of
Watergate. But the total rottenness of
it isn't completely realized until one
has read this book.
Woodward and Bernstein, called
Woodstein because their by-lines
appeared together so often, write of
how potential sources at the Committee to Re-elect the President
(CREEP) were denied because of
apparent White House pressure
tactics.
One person Bernstein visited
begged for him to leave "before they
see you." She was literally trembling.
Another worker said, "I want to
help," and burst into tears. "God it's
so awful," she said, as she showed the
reporter to the door.
Despite the pressures to remain
quiet, many workers within the
Committee were willing to act as
secret sources of information. But
some of these sources soon refused to
volunteer any further information
because of harassment which came,
as one woman told Bernstein, from
"high up."
And how "high up" was the
pressure emulating from ? According
to Deep Throat, Woodstein's most
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important and reliable source, it was
coming from "The Highest."
"Our President has gone on a
rampag e about news leaks on
Watergate .. . Nixon was wild, shouting
and hollering that 'we can't have it
and we're going to stop it, I don't care
how much it cos.ts,' " Deep Throat
told Woodwood.
In addition to exerting pressure on
its employees in an effort to plug up
leaks, Tricky Dicky and his thugs
were also busy devising plans to get
back at the Post for the stories they
had already printed.
Deep Throat quoted Nixon as
saying, "The money left over from the
campaign, about $5 million or so,
might as well be used to take the
Washington Post down a notch."
Charles Colson, the ex-grandmother
trampler who is now a Jesus freak,
told a reporter, "As soon as the
election is behind us, we're going to
really shove it to the Post. All the
details haven't been worked out yet,
but the basic decisions have been
made, at a meeting with the
President."
Ken Clawson, a Nixon aid and
former Post reporter, wrote in a
memo that the second Nixon administration would spend its time
" paying back the Washington Post. "
John Mitchell told Bernstein that
Katherine Graham, the publisher of
the Post, would "get her tit caught in a
big fat wringer" if a certain story was
published.
As it turned out, the threats were
not idle ones. Soon after the election,
several persons long associated with
Nixon filed challenges with the F .C.C.
against the Post's ownership of two
television stations in Florida .
Much of the investigating by
Woodstein was done by phone. Each
kept a separate master list of
telephone numbers that, when
combined, totalled several hundred.
But it was off the phone, when they
visited the homes of CREEP staff
workers, where their investigative
talents really came into play.
The trick, according to Woodstein,
was to get inside the person's home or
apartment. They did this by using

clever ploys, such as allkmg rcr a
cigarette or a cup of coffee. Once
inside the home a conversation would
be pursued and, if lucky, some incriminating information would be
obtained.
Their mos t incriminating information, of course, came from
Woodwa rd 's meetings with Deep
Throat, which usually occured in an
underground parking garage at 2:00
a.m . These meetings, along with the
elaborate signal system employed in
arranging the meetings, are the most
intriguing aspects of the book. It
demonstrates the spy like tactics· an
must
reporter
investigative
sometimes use in order to get the job
done.
Because it is such a great detective
story that also happens to be true,
Robert Redford has purchased the
rights to make the book into a motion
picture. This may cause some people
to question the propriety of Bernstein
and Woodword making so much
money out of Watergate but I fail to
see anything wrong with it. If Dean,
Magruder, Hunt, and.others can make
thousands of dollars writing books and
giving speeches about their participation in Watergate, why shouldn't
a few bucks be made by those who
exposed the evils of Watergate?

Mayor who?
It's one thing when no Chicago daily
newspaper endorses the mayor ; it's
an entirely different thing when they
stop spelling his name right.
The March 3 edition of the Chicago
Daily News ran a story about Gov.
Walker unsuccesfully attempting to
congratulate the Mayor on his recent
victory.
Walker was quoted as saying, "I've
never aspired to be the big
Democratic leader in the state. I have
the state to worry about, and Mayor
Waley has the City of Chicago to
worry about.
Mayor Waley?
By the way, the article was printed
on the obituary page. Could they be
trying to tell us something?
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'Boss' interviewed byWVRX
By Tom Danz

"Hello everyone. Welcome to
WVRX radio and its continuing
coverage of the Columbia College
Student Senate elections.
"As you probably know, most of the
campaigns so far have been fairly
routine because of lack of opposition.
But we do have one hotly contested
race in which four students are
running for the same office.
"If you were with us yesterday, you
heard us talk to three of those candidates-Ed Hammyham, Dick
Brokenhouse, and Putnam N. Stitches. Today we'll hear from the other
candidate, Boss Weekly, who is
presently holding a press conference
in the student lounge.
"There is a lot of interest in this
press conference and representatives
from all the big newspapers and radio
stations are expected to be there.
"WVRX will also be there but
before we switch over, let's briefly
highlight what the other candidates
said on this show yesterday .
"Stitches announced that his
promise to visit every classroom in
the school has been fulfilled.100 page
position paper ~xplaining why he
visited every classroom will be forthcoming.
"Brokenhouse said, if elected,
students, teachers, and administrators would all be treated as
equals. For some reason, he stuttered
a lot when we asked him why he was
opposed to E.S.A., the Equality for
Students Amendment.
"And Ed Hammyham spent a great
· deal of time defending his reputation
as an honest, law abiding student.
This was necessary because a few
years ago, while attending another
college, Hammyham and 20 other
students raided a girls dormitory,
stealing numerous pairs of panties.
since most of the panties were
black, it became known as 'The Black
Panty Raid.' Hammy ham has been
trying to explain away his involvement in the raid ever since.
"So that gives you an idea of where
these three candidates stand on the
issues. Now we will switch our
microphones over to the lounge for the
Boss Weekly press conferencealready in progress."
" ... and jus becuz I'll bring 70 or 80 of
my relatives into student government,
dat don't mean notin ... dat ain't

Model auto
Design contest
Young auto builders are invited to
enter SEAU's design and model
building contest. Entrants. will
compete for many valuable prizes.
Application forms are available from
.SEAU, 1500 West 79th St., Chicago, Ill.
60620. For more information, see the
Chicago Metro News, which will carry
detailed instructions and reports of
the contest.

nepotimism and anyone who tinks it is
can kiss my mistletoe. Next
question."
"Boss, some students, especially
night students, have said they fear the
high crime rate around Columbia
College. What will you do to make the
school a safer place to attend?"
"Dat.. .dat ... dat's not da fault of da
school. It's Dr. Speck's fault. He
teaches permissmiveness and dat's
why it's so unsafe in da halls .. .in da
classrooms .. .in da washrooms and
wherever else students go. And what
about da movie teeders? Look at all
da sex and violence de show.
Whatever happend to Shirley Temple,
My Friend Flicka, Lassie, and udder
good movie stars like dem? Huh?
Whatever · happened to dem? We
should bring dese people back and get
violence and photography off da
screen.''
"Don't you mean pornography?"
''Pornography- photography ... what's da difference ...
Look at da pictures taken by phuto
stodents ... photo students .. . at dis
school. Some of dem take pictures of
nude people.. . and of people wit no
clothes on. Dat's disgustin' and if I
become student reperentative no nuditty will be shown on campus."
"Boss, you will soon be celebrating
your 96th birthday-"
"Dat's right and dere's gonna be a
parade on Lake Shore Drive and none
of youse is invited."
"My question is; Will you release
your health records so the students

can be assured of your good health?"
"I don tink dat's necessary. I'm as
heltee as any udder 96 year older.
Besides, everyone grows old ... anyone
who lives a long time grows old .. . only
dos who die when dere young don't
grow old ... and dat don't mean I got
notin agains helt records, I like helt
records and udder kind of records too.
My sons .. . de like records too and de
have all kinds of records ... insurance
records, jazz records, police records .. ."
"Mr. Weekly, speaking of your sons,
some of your opponents have claimed
that the $2,000 contribution you
received from Hell & Hell Insurance is
unethical because of the large profits
your sons have made from the outfit.
Would you like to comment on this?"
"Well, doesn't a fodder have a right
to put his are around his sons? And
who are de to attack my sons? Dere
not only my sons .. . dere da sons of
dere mudder, who also happens to be
my wife ... and why should de attack
mudderhood and at the same time
attack womanhood ... my wife ... she's
a woman ... and so was my grandmudder and my great grandmudder .. .
I'm in favor of mudderhood.. . and
womanhood ... and manhood too. I'm
even in favor of Robin Hood .. . and all
udder kind of hoods too... and I
promise, if I'm elected to the student
Senate, to bring plenty of hoods into
my adminnnnnstration ... and anyone
who doesn't like it can kiss my
mistletoe."
"Bess, because of the contribution,

some of your opponents have charged
that you campaign ha:s gone to Hell."
"Dat's not funny . Anyone who says
dat has broken the 11th Commandment which says 'Thou shalt not
take an insurance company's name in
vain.' As far as I'm concerned ... dat's
vulgarity and I never use vulgarity ...
and anyone who does can kiss my
mistletoe."
"Boss, I have three questions ; onewhere am I from, two- where can I
go, and three-what can I kiss?"
"I don have to answer dos
question ... especially from the likes of
you. Where are your trees? What
programs do you plant? Next
question."
"Boss, many students are complaining that they're not receiving as
good an education as possible because
of inferior teaching methods. If
elected to the Student Senate, what
will you do to improve the teaching
methods at Columbia College?"
"Gentlemen, let's get sometin
straight.. . Teachers are not here to
create stupid students, dere. here to
preserve stupid students."
"Boss, when will you answer-"
"I'll answer dat at the appropiate
time."
"How do you hope to win an election
if you keep refusing to answer the
questions."
"I don't have to answer dat.. . but
youse jus wait and see.. . come election day, most of youse voters will be
kissin my mistletoe.
Just wait· and
1
see."

Want your own camera
and photo supply store ?
Here's a great opportunity for someone with a keen
interest in photography. After 26 years in business, the
store's present owner wishes to retire. He's looking for a
sharp, aggressive, business-oriented buyer to take over
the reiil$ of one of Chicago's foremost photo supply
stores. No previous business experience is necessary.
He'll show you the ropes and get you started on a
satisfying and profitable career. Send inquiries to :

The CC Writer-Box WJ5
Columbia College
540 N. Lake Shore Drive
Chicago IL 60611

ASTRA PHOTO SERVICI INC.
QUAUTY CUSTOM PHOTO LAI
Complete S."'lc• for the Profnaional, ComMercial and ' - Lime.• Phofoerapher
• ''Type C" Prints

• Duplicate Sliclet & TranspareMi•

• Ektachrome Pro,ceuing
• Color/l&W Copl.. of Artwork

• CN1pl... l&W Services

• Schedul• 01 'fast as 2½ Hr.

Piclcup & Del"'-',...;Suhrt. .1-,., Stations

I312-372-4366 I

6 E. LAKI ST., CHICAGO, IWNOIS 60601
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Zazu, Streetdancer

Are worth a listen
By Paul Ponticell

Ponticell's guide to

Happenings...
Cqncerts and club acts worth catching ...
Rahsaan Roland Kirk
All Star Frogs
Barcelona Red
Robin Trower
Hancock/Davis/Humphrey
Jerry Garcia
America
Frank Zappa

Mar. 13-17
Mar. 14-15
Mar. 18
Mar. 28
Mar. 29 & 30
Apr. 18
Apr. 19
May 11 (Mother's Day)

DAD, Tl-\iS IS MiCH.l'E.L HASSl.€B~-I 8€.Lt€.V€. '11:)UVE. M€T B€FORE. ...

Amazingrace
Poor Richard's
Vibes
Auditorium
Arie Crown
Arie Crown
Arie Crown
Amphitheater

There's an advantage to working for
the college, at least working for the
radio station. As Program Director, I
get to hear all of the new albums
before anyone else. Each week,
record companies release many
records and it's hard to hear them all.
Besides the records, there's plenty of
talented artists playing in local clubs.
This column will try to let you know
what's going on.
Zazu, a Chicago group on Wooden
Nickel, is a four man band that is
worth a listen. Their music is a
combination of space, r9ck and
classical. When you listen, you'll hear
they are influenced by EL&P and
Genesis with a touch of the Allman
Bros. At times the group takes off on
some nice mixing of keyboard and
guitar solos. One of the best pieces is a
short melody by organist John
Melnick. "Space Polka" is a delicate
fusion of calssical piano and
sythersizer. Zazu is always playing in
the Chicago area . They are worth the
few bucks to go see.
Streetdancer is another Chicago
group worth seeing. Streetdancer
bridges the gap between standard and
modern jazz. Future Records has a
really marketable product with
Streetdancer.
In England, a group named Smokey
is starting to make a name. Smokey is
a hard driving, good-time rock n roll
band. They make Bachman Turner
Overdrive sound like a group of
amateurs. I am not sure if EMI
Records will release their album,
"Pass It Around" here in America, so
you may have to check the import
stores.
Vassar Clements, who is probably
the best fiddler in country music, will
be back in Chicago. Vassar will be at
Otto's, 2024 North Halsted, March 13
through 16. Vassar backs up many
mus icians, his latest being Pat
Burton . Burton's "We've Been
Waiting For This" combines Vassar
on fiddle and John Hartford on banjo.
The north side of Chicago is known
for having many fine clubs, but now
there's an excellent club on the southwest side. Harlow 's , 8058 South
Cicero, with its stained glass windows

from Al Capone's club and a choice of
fifty imported beers is a unique place,
You can't wear blue jeans because .the
two giant bouncers will politely ask
you to leave. It's an archaic rule but
such is life. Harlow's will be expanding in the near future. If rock'n
roll is your life, Hsirlow's is worth a
ride to the southwest side.

·Don't park in
Building lot
Beware of the parking lot in the
back of the building. During the first
three weeks of the spring semester
there have been an average of two
cars towed out of the lot for illegal
parking everyday. And at 30 to 40
dollars . per car that makes it quite
expensive.
According to Melvin Harris the
chief engineer of the building the lot is
privately owned. He said, "The lot is
for the tenants in the building. If there
is somebody in another person's space
they call me and complain. Then I call
the tow service. Sometimes the person
calls the tow trucks themselves.
"There were signs up saying 'No
Parking' But someone tore it down
and broke the pole. Now anyone can
just drive their car into the lot and into
someone's space," Harris said.
Joan Phillips Director of Admissions said, " Approximately 10 per
cent or 150 students drive to school.
" If the students would form car
pools with each other, then this would
ease the problem. Also the Navy Pier
Parking lot is very cheap. For a 1.15 a
day, the students can park in the Navy
Pier lot all day long. They can come
and go in and out of that lot all day and
never have to pay another fee ." said
Ms. Phillips.
Car pools and the C.T.A. are two
waY,s to ease the problem. But one
thing the student should keep in mind ;
don't park in the back lot. If you do it
is guaranteed that your car will be
towed away.

